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June 30, 2020

COVID-19 SMCS UPDATES

CLASS OF 2020

Visit our dedicated COVID-19 web page for
school updates and communications, travel
advisories, safety tips, and other helpful
resources.
Check back often as new updates are posted
regularly.

Congratulations to the Class of 2020! We’re
very proud of all of our graduates and we can’t
wait until we’re able to celebrate your
accomplishments in person this fall. During the
week of June 22, we held a special physically
distanced Arch Walk Ceremony for our
graduates.

STUDENTS INVOLVED IN GLOBAL IDEAS
INSTITUTE CHALLENGE

HANDS-ON REMOTE LEARNING IN
TECHNOLOGICAL DESIGN

This year, six Grade 12 Wellness Team
members participated in the 10th annual Global
Ideas Institute challenge on eliminating barriers
to mental health support for hard-to-reach youth
in Canada. Andrew Lee, Tyson Lowe, Luca
Bernardini, Paul Wayland, Max Venchiarutti,
and Giuseppe Carriera dove deeply into the
challenge and developed a mental health
baseline testing strategy and follow-up
programme for student-athletes. They plan to
pitch their idea to SMCS Administration this
summer.

While the school closures meant limited to no
access to classroom materials, it presented
some challenges for students in design
technology, a very hands-on course in its
nature. Read about how our students overcame
these challenges and check out some of their
creative projects.

SUCCEEDING AS AN ENTREPRENEUR
DURING A PANDEMIC

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: THE ART OF
SCIENCE

The SMCS Alumni Association recently held its
second Alumni Information Series on How To
Be An Entrepreneur During a Pandemic. Find
out what made it such a success and what
unexpected event happened during the evening.

The culminating activities in the science
programme at SMCS allow students to
demonstrate their knowledge in unique ways.
Find out more about what is required and read
some of the top projects submitted this year.

RESPECTED COACH TO JOIN
BASKETBALL PROGRAMME

JEREMI KOLAKOWSKI SET TO LEAD
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Michael Selliah, current U17 Men’s Team
Ontario head coach is getting set to join our
basketball programme this summer. Learn
more about Selliah’s experience coaching
high-level teams and the impact he hopes to
make at SMCS.

Congratulations to Jeremi Kolakowski, our
newly-elected Student Government President
for 2020-21! Find out more about this young
leader and everything he has planned for the
upcoming school year.

A VIRTUAL APPEAL: ANNUAL MOOT
COURT COMPETITION RETURNS ONLINE

INNOVATION IN ACTION: COMPUTER
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

This month, our annual Moot Court Competition
was held virtually for the first time!
Congratulations to Eddie Qu ’20 on being
named top advocate and to Ethan Bayfield ’20
and Jake Laville ’20, this year’s top team.
Discover more about the impact this experience
had on our students.

The cumulative project tasks for our engineering
robotics and computer science courses are
rigorous to help prepare our students for
university. Learn more about the unique
programmes and see some of our students’
innovative ideas.

WELLNESS TEAM STEPS UP DURING
PANDEMIC

INSPIRING CREATIVITY IN ANOTHER
LANGUAGE

With stay home orders still in place around the
province, our committed SMCS Wellness Team
came up with an idea to help students and staff
stay active. Find out more about the wellness
active challenge and watch the club’s final video
compilation.

Grade 8 students in Irma Fiacco's French class
were asked to create a video presentation about
their SMCS journey so far. Learn more about
the project and check out some of the creative
submissions she received.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE VIRTUAL LEARNING:
TIPS AND STRATEGIES

5 FAST FACTS: CLUB BLUENOTE GOES
VIRTUAL

As classes came to an end this month, some
valuable lessons on virtual learning were
realized. Here are some helpful tips and
strategies for parents on keeping kids
motivated, engaged, and their skills sharp
throughout the summer.

While many events were postponed or
cancelled in the wake of COVID-19, with the
help of technology and a dedicated
community, the show went on for the everpopular CLUB BLUENOTE. Read five fast
facts about the event that went virtual for the
first time.

PHYSICS STUDENTS WORK TO IMPROVE
GERIATRIC CARE

HNMCS - CELEBRATING THE CLASS OF
2020

Grade 12 physics students explored the
engineering design process in their final
projects while also working to find a
meaningful solution to a problem affecting a
large population in Canada. Read more about
their innovative designs and ideas.

Despite the way the year has ended, the
HNMCS Class of 2020 has improvised,
remained positive, and shown the world just
how resilient they are! With 100% acceptance
into universities in Canada, the United States,
and the UK, plus scholarship offers of almost
$1.2 million, the HNMCS Class of 2020 is truly
outstanding. The wide variety of
accomplishments and interests is reflected in
their choice of university destinations, with
30% pursuing degrees in the arts and
humanities and the other 70% pursuing
STEM-related studies in business (Ivey,
Rotman, Schulich), cognitive sciences,
engineering, medical sciences, among others.
Read more.
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